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A B S T R A C T

This study analyzes the structure and regeneration dynamics of a Mediterranean high-altitude natural pine forest
(Pinus nigra subsp. salzmannii) located in Sierra de Cazorla (Jaén, Spain). Spatial relationships among the adult
tree overstory and understory strata are investigated in order to clarify the spatial dynamics of this unique forest
stand. As regards the understory strata, we examine shrubs and pine recruitment separately. Both understory
strata are better described by the area they occupy than by their constituent individuals. This approach in-
validates using traditional spatial point pattern analysis with indicators such as the K-function, which only deal
with vector data of the same dimension (points, lines or polygons). We use a recently developed approach in
spatial association analysis to investigate spatial association between adult tree overstory (points) and unders-
tory strata (polygons) from both global and local spatial insights. Tree-stand overstory has been investigated
regarding size and spatial tree-stand structure considering adult trees as points. The results show that the pine
stand presents an irregular and uneven-aged structure of trees due to the effective and gradual recruitment of
new trees over time, even if the forest cover is quite low. Spatial analysis of the overstory and understory
relationship has shown a mainly attractive spatial relationship between the pine overstory and the pine re-
generation understory, with seedling patches more likely to appear in the neighborhood of adult trees than away
from them. In contrast, shrub patches presented a repelling location in relation with adult trees, and were less
abundant near the pines than far from them. Shade intolerance of shrub species could account for this finding.
The spatial relationship among shrubs and pine recruitment turned out to be clearly mutually exclusive in our
study. Global and local spatial analysis using indices of point-polygon spatial assessment has proven to be a good
tool to elucidate relationships among different forest stand strata.

1. Introduction

Open mountainous pine stands in the Mediterranean region are
among the most relevant and endangered forests facing climate change
due to their main role as remnant forests occurring near the timber line.
Their structure and dynamics could be altered not only by human in-
terventions or land use changes, but also by changing climatic condi-
tions. For this reason, it is very important to understand the dynamics of
these forests. Pinus nigra (black pine) is a highly variable species that
has undergone different evolutionary adaptations to various mountai-
nous regions isolated throughout the western Mediterranean, resulting
in several subspecies and forms (Scaltsoyiannes et al., 1994; Bojovic
et al., 2005; Afzal-Rafii and Dodd, 2007). Pinus nigra subsp. salzmannii
dominates this type of forest in the southern Iberian Peninsula.

Although it is a Mediterranean species, Pinus nigra subsp. salzmannii
has no relevant adaptations to fire regarding its recruitment strategies
(it has no short juvenile phase or serotinous cones) (Tapias et al., 2004;

Trabaud and Campant, 1991; Fyllas et al., 2008; Fulé et al., 2008) and
is also a drought-sensitive species (Linares and Tíscar, 2010; Martín-
Benito et al., 2008; Granda et al., 2014). The challenge of climate
warming has been studied for this species area and there is some evi-
dence that warming will being accompanied not only by increasing
average drought, but also by the increasing severity and frequency of
special drought events (Linares and Tíscar, 2010). These expected cli-
matic trends have been associated with a likely upward shift of the
lower elevation limits of mountainous forests.

Dendrochronological studies have shown evidence to support the
current trend towards a warmer and drier climate in the basal zones of
the distribution area of Pinus nigra subsp. salzmannii (Linares and Tíscar,
2010). If this is so, the conservation of these forests will rely on the
survival of those at the highest elevations. Therefore, recruitment
processes restricted by the harsh environmental conditions at higher
altitudes become an essential part of the issue.

Thorough understanding of recruitment dynamics is required as a
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necessary background for future management planning to protect these
endangered forests. Natural forest tree recruitment is a complex pro-
cess: seed production, seed dispersal, seed germination, seedling es-
tablishment, and, beyond the regeneration itself, seedlings and saplings
survival and growth, are the main stages of the process that comprise
recruitment dynamics. Tiscar and Linares (2011a) reviewed the main
regeneration features of Pinus nigra subsp. salzmannii natural stands.
Summer drought has been found to be one of the main limiting factors
of black pine tree recruitment (Tíscar, 2007; Fyllas et al., 2008; Tiscar
and Linares, 2011a, 2011b). Irregular late summer rainfall events have
been reported as key factors in Pinus nigra regeneration dynamics.
However, the increasing frequency of extreme drought events and
rising temperatures, through their effect on the water balance, may play
an important role in regeneration success. Climatic change forecasts are
not very promising for the future performance of regeneration processes
at these locations (Tiscar and Linares, 2011a). Other factors affecting
black pine recruitment, especially in high-altitude natural stands, are
seed predation mainly by rodents (Tiscar and Linares, 2011a) and
grazing by livestock and wild herbivores. Herbivores are usually
abundant at high altitudes because the low tree cover of forest stands
due to the limiting environmental conditions allows the development of
dense shrub and herbaceous patches, which are available to feed her-
bivores. Tree regeneration dynamics are closely related to these lower
forest system compartments and how they share resources and growing
space with tree seedlings and saplings.

Interactions between tree seeds, seedlings or saplings and other
forest components, such as shrubs or litter layers, are key factors to
understand recruitment dynamics in low-density forests.

In addition to empirical and process-based approaches to directly
assess the functional interdependency of the various forest compart-
ments that influence ecological processes, there is also a suitable al-
ternative approach from the spatial analysis perspective that can con-
tribute to this knowledge. In fact, the spatial structure of vegetation is
itself the final outcome of the processes involved in the functioning of
ecosystems (Pretzsch, 2009). Spatial and temporal aspects of recruit-
ment play a central role in plant population and community dynamics
in Mediterranean forests (Nathan and Ne’eman, 2004).

Spatial association among different compartments can be inter-
preted in terms of facilitation or competition relationships involved in
recruitment processes. The interpretation of spatial patterns in terms of
ecological processes is not a simple task because different phases of the
same process (i.e., tree recruitment) and different environmental con-
ditions can lead to disparate associations among vegetation compart-
ments and tree recruitment (Dovčiak et al., 2003; Boulant et al., 2008;
Nathan and Ne’eman, 2004; Dietrich et al., 2017; Sack, 2004; Fyllas
et al., 2008; Smit et al., 2006; Gómez-Aparicio et al., 2004; Tíscar and
Linares, 2011a, 2011b, 2014; Tíscar et al., 2017). There is an ongoing
discussion about the main role of shrubs in Mediterranean forest re-
generation processes. Some studies have reported that shrubs act as net
competitors of seedlings, thus reducing the potential establishment of
tree seedlings in response to the opening of overstory gaps (i.e., Kern
et al., 2012). Other studies have shown a shifting spatial relationship
between tree recruitment and surrounding shrubs from a facilitative
one (positive spatial association) in the seedling stage to a competitive
one (negative spatial association) in the sapling stage (Simard et al.,
2006; Tiscar and Linares, 2011a, 2014; Lucas-Borja et al., 2011, 2012;
Maher et al., 2015). Facilitation in the first stages of recruitment has
been related to protection against grazing (Smit et al., 2005; Oldén
et al., 2017), but also to the improvement of environmental conditions
by shrubs (Castro et al., 2004; Siles et al., 2008; Gómez-Aparicio et al.,
2004; Camarero et al., 2005; Tíscar and Linares, 2011a; Calama et al.,
2017). Moreover, negative spatial association between shrubs and
saplings has been found to be clearly related to competition (Lucas-
Borja et al., 2016a, 2016b). Shrubs have also been reported to influence
seed predation by acting as shelters for predators and increase seed
predation rates inside the shrubs in relation to the open land.

The nature of spatial association between parent trees and recruit-
ment is also crucial in determining recruitment patterns of
Mediterranean species. The shade tolerance of species seems to play a
main role, leading to opposite association trends between parent trees
and offspring in shade-tolerant and shade-intolerant species.

Assessing the spatial relationship among adult trees, understory
shrubby vegetation and tree recruitment is complex due to the distinct
size and/or life history of these components. Shrub-tree interactions are
better defined if shrubs are considered as surface covers or patches
rather than individuals. The same criterion applies for the initial stages
of tree regeneration, especially in pioneer species such as pines. In pine
species, seedbed conditions (microsites) are usually more relevant in
determining the success of the first stages of regeneration (germination
and establishment of seedlings), but the transition probabilities from
seedlings to saplings are usually very low (Tíscar, 2007). Moreover, the
conditions favoring survival in the first stage (seedlings) are often not
coincidental with those promoting further developmental stages (sap-
lings) (Nathan and Ne’eman, 2004; Lucas-Borja et al., 2012). These
features make it difficult to assess spatial regeneration dynamics in
terms of individuals, since a great number of seedlings can be less
promising as future adult trees than a few number of saplings. These
differences can be minimized if recruitment is considered in terms of
patches or covers instead of individuals to assess spatial dynamics of
recruitment.

Considering the different forest components related to tree recruit-
ment (parent trees and understory shrubby vegetation) with different
geometry (i.e., adult trees as individuals and shrubs as patches or
covered areas) involves some difficulties for statistical spatial analysis.

In our case, most statistical analyses used to assess spatial re-
lationships among biotic or abiotic elements linked to ecological pro-
cesses fail in two important regards: they only use vector data of the
same dimensions (i.e., points vs. points, polygons vs. polygons, lines vs.
lines), and most of the analyses have been developed for homogeneous
patterns, which do not occur veryoften in nature.

These two issues apply to our case because: we want to investigate
spatial relationships among vector data of different dimensions: adult
trees (considered as individuals and thus as spatial points) and shrubs
or tree regeneration (considered as patches and thus as spatial poly-
gons), and our “control points” (adult trees) as well as our “event
points” (seedlings, when considered as individuals) are mainly clus-
tered in our study area, as will be shown in Section 3.2 what introduce
some difficulties in the interpretation of the graphical functions usually
used to tackle with spatial association.

In order to avoid the above drawbacks, we tested new spatial as-
sociation indices developed by Guo et al. (2013). These indices can be
used for data of different dimensions (points and polygons) and also
avoid overlapping neighborhoods when dealing with clustered points
by distributing the space among neighbor points.

The aim of this study is to contribute to the knowledge of Pinus nigra
subsp. salzmannii open natural stand dynamics at high altitudes through
the spatial analysis of inter-relationships between tree, recruitment and
shrub compartments. For this purpose, a new approach is used that
allows considering data of different spatial dimensions within the same
analysis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study site and experimental layout

Cazorla Natural Park located in southern Spain (province of Jaén) is
one of the few locations where some areas covered by black pine nat-
ural stands still remain. One of these stands, which is located in the area
known as Puerto Llano (UTM 30N 0503616, 4185207, altitude range:
1750–1900m.a.s.l.), is very representative of these ancient forests and
was therefore chosen as the study site. It is an open forest that shares
space with typical high-altitude Mediterranean shrublands of juniper
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(Juniperus communis), barberry (Berberis hispanica) and hedgehog-
broom (Erinacea anthyllis), among other high-altitude species. It is a
rare forest type that does not span large areas due to the limiting en-
vironmental factors of high Mediterranean altitudes, which constitute
very hard conditions for vegetation. The study site is located on a range
slope facing SW.

The experimental layout consists of 9 plots measuring 1225m2 each
(35m×35m, corrected for the slope) and is representative of the pine
stand under study. All plots were used to perform the spatial structure
analysis of adult trees and recruitment strata using the point patterns
approach. One of these plots (plot 1) was used to test the new spatial
analysis approach among strata of a different spatial nature: adult trees
considered as points and shrub and recruitment layers considered as
polygons.

2.2. Field data

The whole set of plots was used to describe the structural char-
acteristics of the pine stand. All adult trees (tree height > 1.30m) were
measured for diameter at breast height (DBH) and total height. All
trees, including both adult trees and recruitment (seedlings), were
mapped in each plot to obtain their individual coordinates using Field-
Map devices and software (IFER). The shrubs and recruitment patches
were mapped in the field as polygons in the Test Plot (plot 1), also with
Field-Map devices.

2.3. Data analysis

2.3.1. Descriptive analysis of the stand
Stand characteristics were obtained for each whole experimental

plot using inventory data. Specifically, the tree density per hectare (N),
basal area (G), diameter distribution and size characteristics of the tree
population were computed for each plot.

The spatial patterns of trees and seedlings were investigated using
univariate point pattern analysis at different spatial scales. Nearest
neighbor indices (NNI) were computed for a preliminary short-range
approach using the Clark and Evans aggregation index (CE) (Clark and
Evans, 1954), the mean directional index (MDI) (Corral-Rivas, 2006),
the uniform angle index (UAI) (Gadow et al., 1998) and the mean
distance to the nearest neighbor (D1) (Pommerening, 2006) as position
indices. Von Gadow differentiation indices for the 4 nearest neighbors
were calculated for DBH, TD4, and height, TH4 (Gadow and Fuldner,
1995) as dimensional indices for only the adult tree compartment.
Modified Pommerening R scripts were used to compute the indices
(http://www.pommerening.org).

Second-order characteristics (pair correlation functions) were in-
vestigated to gain a more in-depth understanding of the long-range
spatial structure of adult trees and seedlings. To investigate the de-
parture from complete spatial randomness (CSR) of point patterns (trees
and seedlings) in each plot, we built simulation envelopes with the
same functions for 99 simulated point patterns, each of which was a
realization of the uniform Poisson point process with the same number
of points as the original number of trees or seedlings of the plot (Illian
et al., 2008; Baddeley et al., 2014). But, as has been proven by
Loosmore and Ford (2006), the mentioned graphical approach and the
subsequent tests deriving from the differences among the envelope
values and that from the observed patterns might not be a valid method
for inference as it provides incorrect Type I error rates. According to
Grabarnik et al. (2011) the Type I error issue can be tackled by using a
very high number of simulations, but even though, it does not provide a
way to obtain a p-value. The power of a test is defined as the probability
of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is false, that is what is usually
relevant, and it increases with the number of simulations and is also
linked to the summary function used and the statistical test applied
(Baddeley et al., 2014; Grabarnik et al., 2011). In order to obtain sig-
nificance values for the analysis, Diggle-Cressie-Loosmore-Ford (DCLF)

and Maximum Absolute Deviation (MAD) deviation tests were per-
formed to assess the departure from CSR of trees and seedlings spatial
patterns. Following the recommendations of Grabarnik et al. (2011),
the summary function used was the L function and the number of si-
mulations was set in 999.

2.3.2. Analysis of spatial association among forest compartments: trees,
recruitment and shrubs
2.3.2.1. Conventional approach: second-order characteristics of point
patterns. Bivariate second-order characteristics were used as a first
approach to explore the spatial relationship of compartments that can
be considered made up of individual points, namely adult trees and
seedlings. Multitype pair correlation functions (cross-type) were used to
determine the spatial relationship among adult trees and seedlings. This
is a generalization of the pair correlation function for categorical
marked point patterns (Illian et al., 2008; Baddeley et al., 2017). In
our case, marks are categorical values and refer to tree developmental
type with two categories: adult tree and seedling. For any marked point
pattern in which the position of type i points are independent of that of
the type j points, what has been considered as a condition of random
superposition of point patterns (Illian et al., 2008), the theoretical value
of the cross-type pair correlation function (gij(r)) equals 1 for each
distance value r, and the partial pair correlation functions of the
subprocesses gii(r) and gjj(r) may be different (Illian et al., 2008).
Values of gij(r) larger than one suggest a positive correlation and
smaller ones indicate a negative spatial relationship for the target
distance among points. In order to assess the significance of the
departure from independence of the point patterns, and assuming as
null hypothesis the random superposition between the tree point
patterns and the seedling ones, we used random shifts (Illian et al.,
2008) to generate 99 simulations of point patterns, each of which with
the same spatial structure and number of points as the original point
patterns. Because they are multitype point patterns, the simulated
patterns were constructed by fixing the original seedling patterns and
random shifting the adult tree patterns in each simulation.

As in the previous case, in order to obtain significance values for the
analysis, Diggle-Cressie-Loosmore-Ford (DCLF) and Maximum Absolute
Deviation (MAD) deviation tests were performed to assess the departure
from spatial independence between trees and seedlings. Following the
recommendations of Grabarnik et al. (2011), the summary function
used was the L function and the number of simulations was set in 999.

Fig. 1. Variation of Max(PPt(r)) with the proportion of ground covered by
global neighborhood, υ(r), (x in the figure) and the proportion of ground cov-
ered by polygon-wise strata, ρ (y in the figure).
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Spatial point pattern indices and graphs were computed with R.
In our case, we can expect a different degree of dominance between

the two types of points (trees and seedlings) (Illian et al., 2008). Adult
trees can be considered dominant over seedlings in the sense that
seedlings appear only once adult trees have taken up their locations in
the stand. Moreover, due to the marked differences in size between
seedlings and trees when considered as individuals, we can also expect
some difficulties in the interpretation of the graphical shape of multi-
type second-order characteristics as cross-pair correlation function.
When there are two types of points (two sub-processes), one of which is
a cluster process such as our adult trees or seedlings as will be shown in
Section 3.2, and the density (intensity) of one of them (adult trees) is
small but the intensity of the other (seedlings) is large – as we can
expect in our case – then there may be mainly points of the second type
(seedlings) in the neighborhood of a point of the first type (trees),

Fig. 2. Variation of Min(PPt(r)) with proportion of ground covered by global neighborhood, υ(r), (x in the figure) and the proportion of ground covered by polygon-
wise strata, ρ (y in the figure).

Table 1
Stand characteristics of experimental plots. N: tree density (saplings and poles);
G: basal area; Dg: mean DBH; H: mean tree height; Ns: density of saplings
(H > 1.3m, DBH < 7.5 cm).

Plot N (trees/
ha)

G (m2/
ha)

Dg (cm) H (m) Ns (trees/
ha)

Seedlings/ha

1 783.7 19.6 17.8 4.5 514.3 1044.9
2 359.2 18.6 25.7 4.6 204.1 595.9
3 187.8 25.6 41.7 11.1 24.5 1355.1
4 195.9 16.8 33.1 5.9 89.8 1502.0
5 163.3 24.9 44.1 10.7 24.5 2351.0
6 187.8 29.8 45.0 9.0 89.8 1240.8
7 179.6 21.9 39.4 8.4 65.3 1608.2
8 236.7 23.7 35.7 7.3 122.4 1444.9
9 261.2 39.4 43.8 6.5 130.6 873.5
MEAN 283.9 24.5 33.1 6.6 140.6 1335.1

Fig. 3. Graphic representation of test plot. Adult trees (black dots) and compound r-neighborhood (r= 1m): the portion of r-neighborhood overlapped by shrubs (left)
or recruitment patches (right) is shown in red; the portion of r-neighborhood not overlapped by understory patches is shown in green. Orange polygons (left): shrub
patches. Pink polygons (right): recruitment patches. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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despite the eventual clustering of points of the first type (trees). This
will occur even if the two processes (trees and seedlings) are in-
dependent (Illian et al., 2008, p. 330).

The different scales of individuals and neighborhood sizes of adult
trees and seedlings were assessed using the new approach to para-
meterized neighborhoods described by Rajala and Illian (2012) for
traditional NNI, particularly the mingling or exposure index. This ap-
proach consists in a generalization of the conventional NNI defined for
the nearest neighbors to a variable (parameterized) dimension of
neighborhoods along a previously defined range r. It allows comparing
the variation of the index value with increasing size of neighborhoods,
as well as showing the different performance of individuals whose
neighborhoods act at different spatial scales. In our case, we computed
spatial segregation indices as tree-seedling mingling index general-
ization to parameterized neighborhoods independently for trees vs.
seedlings and for seedlings vs. trees. The approach was applied using
the newly delivered ‘spatialsegregation’ package of R (Rajala, 2017).

2.3.2.2. New approach: local and global indicators of spatial association of
points and polygons (Guo et al., 2013). We used the Test Plot (plot 1) to
investigate a new approach to assess spatial association among forest
compartments of different spatial nature, some of which are better

spatially represented by points and others by polygons. Guo et al.
(2013) extended the cross K-function to develop new local and global
indicators of spatial association between polygons and points at
different spatial distance scales. We have used an adaptation of the
method developed by Guo et al. (2013) to assess spatial relationships
among forest compartments that are considered as points and polygon
patterns. In our study, adult trees are always considered as points and
shrubs as polygons, while recruitment is considered both as points
(individual seedlings) and polygons (recruitment patches). Qgis was
used for graphical issues.

To assess the spatial relationship between these two types of pat-
terns, Guo et al. (2013) suggest assigning a non-overlapping zone of
influence (neighborhood) to each point (trees or individual seedlings in
our case). Using non-overlapping buffers as zones of influence of points
allows avoiding the local correlation of spatial statistics among clus-
tered trees, as it is the prevailing pattern in our case, as discussed below
(Section 3.2). To build these zones of influence, the whole plot is par-
titioned in non-overlapping regions by generating Voronoi polygons for
control points (adult trees or seedlings) (Boots and Okabe, 2007). Plot
edge effect issues while constructing Voronoi partitioning were ad-
dressed by including some “dummy” points around and well apart from
the plot in the process. For each point (tree), a buffer zone of radius r

Fig. 4. DBH histograms of experimental plots.
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Fig. 5. Maps of trees and seedlings in the experimental plots. Green dots: trees; red dots: seedlings. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Mean nearest neighbors spatial indices for trees in experimental plots. CE: Clark
and Evans aggregation index; TD4, TH4: Von Gadow differentiation indices for
DBH and H (4 neighbors); UAI: uniform angle index; MDI: mean directional
index; D1: mean distance to the nearest neighbor.

Plot CE TD4 TH4 UAI MDI D1

1 0.71 0.48 0.34 0.58 2.26 1.19
2 0.75 0.51 0.44 0.61 2.38 2.22
3 0.45 0.53 0.46 0.72 2.99 2.18
4 0.67 0.62 0.48 0.53 2.28 3.50
5 0.63 0.57 0.41 0.50 0.81 3.20
6 0.62 0.52 0.42 0.56 2.41 3.63
7 0.71 0.54 0.49 0.60 2.30 2.88
8 0.75 0.37 0.28 0.56 2.24 2.82
9 0.36 0.52 0.33 0.61 2.20 2.07
Mean 0.63 0.52 0.40 0.58 2.21 2.63

Table 3
Mean nearest neighbor indices (NNI) for seedlings in the experimental plots.
CE: Clark and Evans aggregation index; UAI: uniform angle index; MDI: mean
directional index; D1: mean distance to the nearest neighbor.

Plot CE UAI MDI D1(m)

1 0.53 0.60 2.28 0.84
2 0.49 0.59 2.36 1.19
3 0.53 0.60 2.32 0.81
4 0.38 0.63 2.43 0.55
5 0.65 0.61 2.37 0.69
6 0.39 0.62 2.44 0.58
7 0.37 0.60 2.31 0.56
8 0.49 0.61 2.26 0.64
9 0.44 0.55 1.97 0.76
Mean 0.47 0.60 2.30 0.74
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was then clipped by its Voronoi polygon to produce its non-overlapping
r-neighborhood. Only in-plot sections of neighborhoods were considered.
To accomplish this condition, polygons (shrub or recruitment patches)
and constructed neighborhoods of point-wise elements were clipped by
plot boundaries (see Figs. 13–18).

Areas of r-neighborhoods that overlapped each type of polygon-wise
understory strata were computed: neighborhoods of trees were over-
lapped with shrub patches and with recruitment patches and neigh-
borhoods of seedlings were overlapped with shrub patches (see
Figs. 13–18). To define the global and local indicators of the spatial
relationship between trees and polygons (shrubs and recruitment), the
proportion of neighborhoods overlapped by polygons was compared to
the proportion of plot area covered by polygons, as explained in the
next paragraph.

Guo et al. (2013) proposed local and global indicators of spatial
association among point and polygon features. The global indicator
proposed by Guo et al. (2013), PP(r), is the average value of individual

or local ones. The individual or local association index, PPi(r), was
computed for each control point i (each tree or seedling in our case) and
each distance value r as the proportion of the i r-neighborhood over-
lapping the targeted polygons compared to the proportion of the whole
plot area covered by all targeted polygons (1) . We used the individual
indicator as defined by Guo et al. (2013).

=
∑ ∩ ∩

∩

=PP r
ρ

Area P r T R

Area P r T
( ) 1 (( ( ) ) )

( ( ) )i
j
m

i i j

i i

1

(1)

where Pi(r) is the buffer zone of radius r of point i; Ti is the Voronoi
polygon of point i; ∩P r T( )i i is the r-neighborhood of point i; Rj is the
polygon j (shrub or recruitment patch) considering in the three cases
only the portion of these areas included in the plot (clipped by plot
boundary) as described above in this section); m is the total number of
polygons (shrub or recruitment patches) in the plot; and ρ is the pro-
portion of plot area covered by polygons (2)

Fig. 6. Pair correlation functions of adult tree spatial patterns in the experimental plots (continuous black line). Shaded areas are simulation envelopes for 99 CSR
realizations of the uniform Poisson point process with the same number of points as the original patterns.
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Regarding the global indicator, besides looking at that proposed by
Guo et al. (2013), PP(r), as the average of local indicators, we have
investigated a variation of it and defined, PPt(r), for each distance r
using a compound global r-neighborhood area for the whole set of points
(Fig. 3). The aim of this approach is to focus on the tree story com-
partment of each plot as a whole instead of its individual elements. The
clustered and patchiness nature of the open forest studied makes it
meaningful because the isolated tree patches can perform as supra-in-
dividuals regarding the regeneration dynamics. Forest dynamics are
better described using forest patches as units rather than individual
trees, especially in very irregular and open forests as in our case. This
new global index PPt(r) compares the area of these compound neigh-
borhoods that overlap polygons to the proportion of the whole plot area
covered by polygons as in (3). To compute the compound global r-

neighborhoods, we summed up the areas of all individual r-neighbor-
hoods, as they are non inter-overlapping and none of them exceed the
plot boundaries.
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where n is the number of points (trees or seedlings) in the plot.
A value of PPt(r) significantly greater than one would indicate an

attractive spatial relationship between the compartment made up of
points (tree or recruitment strata) and the compartment formed by
polygons (shrub or recruitment patches), as there would be more
overlapping between tree neighborhoods and polygons than expected
randomly, as the overlapping rate of the neighborhood area would be
greater than that of the whole plot. In contrast, values clearly smaller
than one would show a repulsive spatial relationship between point-
wise and polygon-wise compartments, as the overlap between

Fig. 7. Pair correlation functions of seedling spatial patterns in the experimental plots (continuous black line). Shaded areas are simulation envelopes for 99 CSR
realizations of the uniform Poisson point process with the same number of points as the original patterns.
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neighborhoods and polygons would be significantly smaller than ex-
pected, according to the whole plot value. Increasing r values should
lead to index values progressively closer to one as the compound
neighborhood approaches the whole plot area. Therefore, by varying
the buffer radius r, the index allows estimating the range of the detected
spatial association, which can be of great interest in interpreting the
nature of such spatial associations.

The range of values of the global index PPt(r) as defined in (3) varies
with the relative values of ρ and the proportion of ground covered by
the increasing global neighborhood of point-wise strata, υ(r), both
variables ranking from 0 to 1. Max(PPt(r)) is defined as follows: if
ρ > υ(r) then Max(PPt(r))= 1/ρ, else Max(PPt(r)) = 1/υ(r) (Fig. 1).
The minimum value of Max(PPt(r)) equals one, when the whole plot is
covered by the global neighborhood. The index does not fit well for
very low values of polygon-wise cover, because it skyrockets.

Min (PPt(r)) is defined by the next expression:if ρ > (1− υ(r)) then
Min (PPt(r))= (ρ− (1− υ(r))/ρυ(r)) else Min(PPt(r))= 0

Min(PPt(r)) varies between 0 and 1 (Fig. 2).
Both local and global indices have been computed for increasing

buffer r values (0.5–6m for trees and 0.25–4m for seedlings) to in-
vestigate the variation of the spatial relationship between points (trees
or seedlings) and polygons with distance and the spatial range of spatial
association among these forest compartments.

In order to assess the significance of the departure from in-
dependence of the spatial association among control points (trees or
seedlings) and polygons, new patterns of each of point-wise compo-
nents were generated by random shifting the original ones. and global
and local indices were computed for these points in the same way as for
the actual control points. New global index PPt(r) has been useful to
investigate the nature and distance range of spatial relationship be-
tween studied forest compartments considering point-wise components
as unique elements. The significance of spatial association was assessed
by comparing the mean values of local indices for each pair of point sets
(tree points and randomly shifted ones) using comparison of means.

3. Results

3.1. Tree population structure

Table 1 shows the main stand characteristics of the experimental
plots and Fig. 4 shows the DBH histograms. As can be seen, the stand
has a highly irregular structure with a wide DBH range as a result of its
uneven-aged structure. The abundance of young trees (saplings) is quite

irregular among plots but there are very large old trees (DBH > 80 cm)
in most plots, which produces an average mean DBH of more than
30 cm, but a high variation among plots with values ranging from 18 to
45 cm. Tree density is markedly low, but the mean basal area reaches
almost 25m2/ha, with a maximum of nearly 40m2/ha due to the ex-
istence of some very large old trees.

3.2. Tree and recruitment spatial structure: univariate analysis

The spatial distribution of the trees and seedlings in the experi-
mental plots can be seen in Fig. 5.

NNI were investigated to assess the spatial patterns of trees and
seedlings in relation to their close proximity (Tables 2 and 3). At short
range, the spatial patterns of the trees (Table 2) appear as aggregates,
since the CE values are clearly smaller than one, thus indicating that the
average distance to the nearest neighbors of individual trees is shorter
than expected in a Poisson spatial distribution of similar density. Ag-
gregation is not so markedly shown by the UAI and MDI indices, which
are computed in relation to the four nearest neighbors instead of the
only one used in the CE index. The mean UAI figures slightly exceed the
value of 0.5, which would correspond to a random pattern of trees. The
MDI shows an average value of 2.21, which is higher than the typical
value of a non-correlated spatial pattern (1.8) and again reveals a
moderate aggregation pattern of tree neighbors (see Fig. 5).

Regarding the dimensional spatial patterns of trees, the values of the
Von Gadow differentiation indices indicate a marked size differentia-
tion among neighboring trees which is more pronounced for DBH than
for height, thus suggesting that there is a tendency towards a dissimilar
size of neighbors. Assuming that this is an open forest stand with little
competition, the size differentiation among neighboring trees is most
likely due to the mixture of age classes at short distances caused by
uneven-aged dynamics of regeneration rather than any differentiation
process driven by competition (see Fig. 5).

Recruitment NNIs were investigated only in relation to spatial lo-
cation but not size. Table 3 shows that the values of the aggregation
indices for seedlings are similar to those for adult trees, or even sug-
gesting a more marked aggregation pattern. The CE index shows a
lower average value, while the MDI index shows a higher value.

A comparison of the mean distances of trees and seedlings to the
nearest neighbor (D1) shows the differential spatial scales of both
patterns, where the seedling values are much lower (mean D1: 0.74m)
than the adult tree values (mean D1: 2.63m).

According to the values of pair correlation functions (Fig. 6), it
seems that the long-range spatial performance of adult trees shows a
prevailing aggregation pattern of trees, although the departure from
randomness does not seem always significant, as can be seen by the
overlapping with the simulation envelopes in some cases. The fiability
will be seen through the results of deviations tests performed.

The long-range patterns of seedlings appear to be more consistently
aggregated (Fig. 7). In all cases, the pair correlation functions clearly
exceed the simulation envelope up to different distances.

In order to obtain significance values for the long-range spatial
analysis, Diggle-Cressie-Loosmore-Ford (DCLF) and Maximum Absolute
Deviation (MAD) deviation tests were performed and p-values are
presented in Table 4

Here it is confirmed that both trees and seedlings present, in eight of
the nine plots studied, a highly significant departure from spatial ran-
domness and, as has been shown in the previous paragraph the de-
parture is towards clustering in all cases. Plot 5 is the only one that do
not accomplish this condition, and still plot 6 shows a non significant p-
value, but only for MAD test. In general, levels of significance are
higher for seedlings that for trees, what could also be appreciated in
Figs. 6 and 7.

Table 4
p-values obtained in DCLF deviation test and MAD test for 9 experimental plots,
independently performed for adult trees (T) and seedlings (S), for L function
and 999 CSR simulations. Significance symbols: **: p< 0.05; ***:p<0.01.

Plot number TS DCLF test MAD test

1 T 0.001*** 0.001***

1 S 0.001*** 0.001***

2 T 0.007*** 0.007***

2 S 0.001*** 0.001***

3 T 0.004*** 0.011**

3 S 0.001*** 0.001***

4 T 0.005*** 0.009***

4 S 0.001*** 0.001***

5 T 0.204 0.356
5 S 0.001*** 0.001***

6 T 0.039** 0.143
6 S 0.001*** 0.001***

7 T 0.046** 0.073
7 S 0.001*** 0.001***

8 T 0.001*** 0.023**

8 S 0.001*** 0.001***

9 T 0.001*** 0.001***

9 S 0.001*** 0.001***
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3.3. Spatial association among trees, recruitment and shrubs: bivariate
analysis

3.3.1. Point patterns analysis: trees and seedlings
Fig. 8 shows the cross-pair correlation functions for trees and

seedlings. The functions were computed considering the distances from
seedlings to trees, as the main interest of the analysis is to investigate
the position of seedlings (more recently incorporated to the stand) in
relation to the previously existing ones (adult trees).

Fig. 8 does not allow detecting any predominant tendency in the
spatial relationship between adult trees and seedlings. Besides, the si-
mulation envelopes show a very wide range of variation of cross pair
correlation values for shifted patterns, that makes even less probable
that this analysis can show any significant relationship among the
analyzed forest compartments.

As it can be seen in Table 5, only plots 6, 7 and 8 show a significant

Fig. 8. Multitype pair correlation functions (cross-type) for tree developmental stages: adult trees and seedlings in the experimental plots. r: distance in m (from
seedlings to trees). Shaded areas are simulation envelopes for 99 random shifted point patterns. (Simulations randomly shifting adult tree patterns while seedling
patterns remain fixed.)

Table 5
p-values obtained in DCLF deviation test and MAD test for 9 experimental plots,
for L function and 999 simulations generated by random shifting the original
tree point patterns. Significance symbols: *: p< 0.1; **:p<0.05; ***:p<0.01.

Plot DCLF test MAD test Distance values

1 0.412 0.421 8.4
2 0.593 0.616 8.3
3 0.198 0.052* 8.8
4 0.381 0.521 8.7
5 0.609 0.705 8.8
6 0.037** 0.006*** 8.2
7 0.005*** 0.011** 8.9
8 0.042** 0.014** 8.2
9 0.365 0.271 6.0
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departure from independence between trees and seedlings but only in a
narrow interval around 4–5m distance, as can be seen in Fig. 8, values
of cross pair correlation functions slightly exceed the simulation en-
velop in an intermediate interval of the distances range, denoting some
kind of association at these distances.

The main problem of this approach is the clustered patterns of trees
and seedlings, which are more marked for recruitment than adult trees.
In addition, the large differences in tree size and tree density between
seedlings and adult trees result in very different spatial pattern scales
for both types of plants when they are considered as points (in-
dependent individuals). In these cases, cross-pair correlation functions
may provide misleading results in short distances. Even if the two point
patterns are independent, the values could be larger than one due to the
differences in density and the spatial scale of inter-tree distances: the
nearest neighbors of adult trees are more likely to be seedlings than
other adult trees because of the much higher density of seedlings, even
if there is no spatial relationship among them. Moreover, if most of the

seedling neighbors are other seedlings, the cross-pair correlation func-
tion would show values lower than one even if there were a positive
spatial correlation among adult trees and seedlings.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, which shows the generalized spatial seg-
regation indices (Rajala, 2017), this is mostly our case. The seedlings
show much lower mingling indices (seedlings-trees) than the adult trees
(trees-seedlings). This is why we propose a new approach to analyze
spatial correlation among these two type of forest compartments, con-
sisting in considering the smallest and more numerous individuals
(seedlings) as patches instead of individual points. Moreover, this ap-
proach also allows investigating the spatial relationship between trees
and other understory components such as shrubs or herbaceous patches
that cannot be considered as individuals.

3.3.2. Polygon and point patterns analysis: trees, seedlings and shrubs
Plot 1, which contains 95 trees (Figs. 13 and 15), was used to

analyze this approach and test the proposed method (Guo et al., 2013).

Fig. 9. Spatial segregation indices. (Mingling index generalization to parameterized neighborhoods.) Red dots: mingling of seedlings (with adult trees). Green dots:
mingling of adult trees (with seedlings). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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We generated another 95 fake trees by randomly shifting the original
set in the plot (Figs. 14 and 16). The regeneration of plot 1 comprises
128 seedlings (Fig. 17) and we have generated another 128 fake
seedlings by randomly shifting the original ones (Fig. 18). Fig. 10 shows
the two polygonal components considered in this approach: shrub and
recruitment covers.

As mentioned above (Section 2.3.2.2), recruitment is considered
here as both individuals (points) and polygons. Individual seedlings
were used to examine the spatial relationship between recruitment and
shrub cover, while recruitment polygons were used to analyze the
spatial relationship between trees and recruitment.

3.3.2.1. Global association index values, PPt(r). The global association
index values for neighborhoods of increasing ranges r, PPt(r), are shown
in Fig. 11. Three different forest compartments were studied: the upper
story (adult trees) and the two compartments of the understory (shrubs
and recruitment).

With this approach, we can observe a positive spatial association

between adult trees and seedling patches in plot 1 (Fig. 11a) that was
not revealed by the point pattern analysis. The visual aspect of the plot
seems to show some kind of association between trees and seedlings
(Fig. 13). The proportion of the tree neighborhood overlapped by re-
cruitment coverage is more than double the global ratio of the re-
cruitment coverage of the whole plot in the shortest ranges, gradually
reducing the differences up to a distance of 6m. Shifted trees present
global values quite close or even lower than one for the whole range.

The global index values for adult trees and shrubs for the same
distance range indicate a negative spatial relationship (Fig. 11b), being
the proportion of tree neighborhood overlapped by shrub coverage less
than 70% of that of the whole plot shrub coverage for the shortest
distances (Fig. 15). However, the global index value reaches the value
of 1 more rapidly than the previous case, in about 3m, thus suggesting
that the range of the spatial relationship between trees and shrubs is
spatially shorter than the range of trees and recruitment.

Finally, the global index values for seedlings and shrub patches
clearly show a negative spatial relationship among the two understory
compartments (Fig. 11c). The initial values are close to 60% of the total
shrub coverage of the plot for the shortest ranges and, unlike the adult
trees, the segregation between these compartments extends even far-
ther than the studied range of 4m (Fig. 17).

3.3.2.2. Local association index values, PPi(r). In order to confirm the
trends indicated by the observed global index values when the different
forest compartments of the plot are considered as unique elements, we
compared the average local association index values, PPi(r), of trees and
seedlings, to the index values obtained for sets of equal numbers of
random shifted points.

The graphic representations of the Test Plot show the point and
polygon elements considered in each case and some of the neighbor-
hoods of increasing ranges built for the point elements in order to
compute the PPi(r) values (Figs. 13–18).

The mean and standard errors of the PPi(r) values for actual trees
and seedlings are compared with those of the dummy random shifted
points for the neighborhood ranges considered (Fig. 12). In all cases,
significant differences are found among actual trees or seedlings and
the respective sets of random shifted points for every distance. As ex-
pected, random shifted points show PPi(r) values that remain close to
the value one, even if there is some significant departure from this
value, but the PPi(r) values for trees and seedlings show significant
differences from the corresponding random shifted points for all the
neighborhood ranges considered.

The mean values of the local indices show the same trend as the
global indices, even if the values are not coincidental (the range of
association of the plot compartments considered as a whole is not equal

Fig. 10. Plot 1 understory covers. Orange polygons: non-overlapped shrub
patches; pink polygons: non-overlapped recruitment patches; brown polygons:
overlapping shrub and recruitment patches. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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to the average values of the individuals that make up these compart-
ments). Hence, we can confirm a statistically significant spatial asso-
ciation between the point-wise and the polygon-wise forest elements.
Both adult trees and seedlings show a significant spatial segregation
from shrub patches and the mean local values do not reach spatial in-
dependence in the distance range studied. Adult trees also show a sig-
nificant spatial aggregation with recruitment patches that expand far-
ther than the observed distance range.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The method used to investigate the spatial relationship among dif-
ferent forest strata inspired in Guo et al. (2013) has proved very useful
to analyze dependence relationships among different forest compart-
ments, specifically overstory made up of adult trees and two main un-
derstory strata comprising shrub and tree recruitment compartments.
The main drawbacks of conventional point pattern analysis applied to
elements that operate at different spatial and dimensional scales can be
mitigated by considering them as vectors of a different nature:

individuals (points), which are bigger and more spread out (adult trees)
and ground covers or patches (polygons), whose individual elements
are relatively small, more numerous and more spatially gathered.

This method was used in combination with conventional point
pattern analysis to compare the different approaches to assessing the
spatial dynamics of forest compartments at different spatial scales.
Particularly, we have investigated the high-altitude open forest of Pinus
nigra subsp. salzmannii in Mediterranean ranges of southern Spain. Due
to the openness of this kind of forest, which is the result of a combi-
nation of a high-altitude condition, a Mediterranean climate char-
acterized by summer drought and the presence of wild and livestock
herbivores, the understanding of regeneration processes in relation to
the non-tree compartments of forest systems is crucial for future con-
servation of these forests, especially with regard to the threats of cli-
mate change.

As previously discussed, the spatial association between these
compartments is an important indicator of the dynamic processes oc-
curring in this type of forest. Our results show a positive spatial re-
lationship between adult trees and recruitment, as well as the spatial
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Fig. 13. Graphical representation of Plot 1: trees (dots) and recruitment (pink polygons) (top left) and neighborhoods of increasing ranges r: 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4m. Red
areas are tree-neighborhood areas overlapped by recruitment polygons. Green areas are tree-neighborhood areas not overlapped by recruitment polygons. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 14. Graphical representation of Plot 1: random shifted trees (rs-trees) (blue dots) and recruitment (pink polygons) (top left) and neighborhoods of increasing
ranges r: 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4m. Red areas are rs-trees neighborhood areas overlapped by recruitment polygons. Green areas are rs-trees neighborhood areas not
overlapped by recruitment polygons. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 15. Graphical representation of Plot 1: trees (dots) and shrub cover (orange polygons) (top left) and neighborhoods of increasing ranges r: 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4m.
Red areas are tree-neighborhood areas overlapped by shrub polygons. Green areas are tree-neighborhood areas not overlapped by shrub polygons. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 16. Graphical representation of Plot 1: random shifted (rs) trees (blue dots) and shrub cover (orange polygons) (top left) and neighborhoods of increasing ranges
r: 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4m. Red areas are rs-trees neighborhood areas overlapped by shrub polygons. Green areas are rs-trees neighborhood areas not overlapped by shrub
polygons. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 17. Graphical representation of Plot 1: seedlings (red dots) and shrub cover (orange polygons) (top left) and neighborhoods of increasing ranges r: 0.5, 1, 2, 3
and 4m. Red areas are seedling-neighborhood areas overlapped by shrub polygons. Green areas are seedling-neighborhood areas not overlapped by shrub polygons.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 18. Graphical representation of Plot 1: random shifted (rs) seedlings (blue dots) and shrub cover (orange polygons) (top left) and neighborhoods of increasing
ranges r: 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4m. Red areas are rs-seedlings neighborhood areas overlapped by shrub polygons. Green areas are rs-seedlings neighborhood areas not
overlapped by shrub polygons. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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segregation of these two compartments in relation to shrub layer even
though these results were not clearly detected in the point pattern
analysis conducted in relation with the two compartments that have
been analysed by both methods: adult trees and seedlings. Under these
conditions, the share of open space between the more dynamic strata –
shrubs and seedlings – seems to be driven mostly by the presence of
adult trees. The proximity of recruitment to adult trees and the segre-
gation between seedlings and shrubs could be due to a mainly light-
driven process in understory layer dynamics. More light-demanding
shrub species occupy areas with more light that are far enough from
adult trees, while Pinus nigra seedlings, which is quite a tolerant species,
has more survival and growth possibilities in the shadow of their parent
trees, where competition with shrub elements is less intense. Although
there is some herbivory in these forests, it does not appear to act as a
main factor in relation to the tree regeneration process, as the eventual
protection that shrubs provide to the seedlings does not seem to be as
relevant as producing a positive spatial association between shrubs and
recruitment. Summer drought has been reported to be one of the main
limiting factors of black pine tree recruitment (Tíscar, 2007; Fyllas
et al., 2008; Tiscar and Linares, 2011a, 2011b). This could explain why,
in these conditions, the effect of water competition of shrub elements
could be greater than the effect of their grazing-protection performance
in the pine recruitment processes.
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